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Scott Speidel, Colorado State University  

!  How does one define efficiency? 
◦   Feed efficiency? 
◦   Reproductive efficiency? 
◦   Economic efficiency? 

!  Reproductive Efficiency 
◦   Stayability / Longevity 

!  Feed Efficiency 
◦   Mature Cow Maintenance Energy / Feed Intake 

Stayability 

!  Stayability Defined 
◦   Probability of surviving to a specific age given the 

opportunity to reach that age. 

!  Initial Impetus 
◦   Cows need to remain in production to generate enough 

revenue to offset the costs of development and 
maintenance.  
!   5 calves ! 6 years of age 

◦   Herd profitability 
!   Cows remaining past their break even age must 

compensate for those culled. 
!   53 – 77% of the value of maternal indexes 

!  Can useable data be found / collected? 

!  Appropriate evaluation methods 

!  Heritable 

!  Variation 

!  Economically Relevant 

!  Data collection 
◦   Relatively easy  

!   Collection of calf information 

!  Contemporary grouping 
◦   Breeder of the cow 
◦   Breeder of each calf 

!  Observations – 0 vs 1 
◦   Threshold model 

!   Resulting predictions are expressed as a probability 

!  Sire A, EPD of 0 vs Sire B, EPD of 10  

!  h2 = 0.12 
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Genetic Trends for Stayability 

ΔG/year ~ 0.33 percent to 1.23 percent 

!  Age at which individuals begin to receive observations. 
!   Female animals – Observation at 6 years 
!   Sires – 8 years for first observation 

◦   Affects Accuracy ! Genetic progress 

◦   How do we get higher accuracy? 
!   Correlated traits 

!   Measured at earlier ages 
!   Phenotypes other than stayability. 

!   Use more data 

  
ΔG ( per yr) =

(i × rtrueBV ,EBV )×σ g

L

!  Inefficient use of contemporary group information 
◦   Ever changing contemporaries 
!   As animals leave the herd who they are compared to 

change. 

!  Partial records 
◦   Female animals need to have “X” number of progeny to 

receive an observation 

!  Stayability to 6 years of age is heritable. 
◦   What about 3 year? 4 year? 5 year? 
◦   Are they heritable? 
◦   What is their “genetic” relationship to 6 year stayability? 

Stay3	   Stay4	   Stay5	   Stay6	  

Stay3	   0.15	   0.79	   0.56	   0.64	  

Stay4	   0.17	   0.67	   0.55	  

Stay5	   0.18	   0.88	  

Stay6	   0.20	  

!  Stayability to 6 years of age is heritable. 
◦   What about 3 year? 4 year? 5 year? 
◦   Are they heritable? 
◦   What is their “genetic” relationship to 6 year stayability? 

!  Four separate evaluations 
◦   Combine ST3, ST4, ST5, ST6 using index techniques into an 

aggregate ST6 evaluation. 
!   Minimum, average, maximum accuracy increase 

!   0.00, 0.07, 0.32 

Stay3	   Stay4	   Stay5	   Stay6	  

Stay3	   0.15	   0.79	   0.56	   0.64	  

Stay4	   0.17	   0.67	   0.55	  

Stay5	   0.18	   0.88	  

Stay6	   0.20	  

!  Very little research comparing stayability to various 
production characteristics. 
◦   Genetic correlations between Stayability and (Buzanskas et 

al., 2010) 
!   Age at first calving:   -0.63 
!   420 day weight:  -0.09 
!   420 day scrotal:    0.45 

◦   Risk factors have been reported (Rogers et al., 2004):  
!   Calving after 730 days of age. 
!   Dystocia (58% greater risk of being culled) 
!   Not weaning a calf (twice as likely) 
!   Increases in cow weight EBV and weaning weight maternal 

EBV 
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!  Multi-breed stayability 
!  Crossbred data not typically included in evaluations 
!  Adjust out heterosis 
◦   Cross-bred animal breeding value will seem better than 

straight-bred. 

!  Genetic Model:  P = µ + G + GCV + E 

!  GCV – Gene Combination Value 
◦   Gene interactions resulting in Heterosis / Hybrid Vigor 
◦   Not transmittable. 

!  Account for heterosis and main breed effects 

 
◦   RHV 0 – Straight Bred    RHV 1 – F1cross 

!  Analysis 
◦   Categorical – 0 / 1 
◦   Contemporary group, heterosis, main breed effect 
◦   Resulting estimates are a Z score 

!  Literature heterosis values 
◦   Cow longevity 
◦   Stayability 

RĤV = 1− psi pdi
i=1

n

∑

!  Initial Results 
◦   Negative estimate of heterosis 
◦   Literature suggests    heterosis corresponds to    longevity 
!   As much as 38% depending on the cross. 

!  Data structure issue. 
◦   Subset of breeders’ data from 2004 and later. 
◦   Problem, only 3 years of 6 year stayability. 

!  Results 
◦     heterosis did correspond to    stayability 
◦   Effect of heterosis increased with age endpoint. 
◦   Heterosis corresponded to an 11% increase in 5yr stayability 

!  Questions 
◦   How does our 11% increase compare to literature? 

!  Problems 
◦   No 6 year stayability estimate. 
◦   No literature heterosis estimates for Stayability 
◦   All are reported in cow longevity 
◦   No Gelbvieh x Angus estimates found 

!  Between Breed 
Heterozygosity with 
Angus 

!  Gelbvieh – 32% 
!  Shorthorn – 32% 

!  Angus x Shorthorn 
◦   Heterosis: 0.93 yrs 
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Larry Kuehn, USDA-ARS, U.S.MARC                                      USMARC Genotyping and Discovery, June 2010 

 

Breed Relationships/Distances: Based on the frequencies of each marker for each breed in 
the 2,000 Bull Project, breeds can be shown as genetically distant from one other (Figure 2). 

Although some of the distances 
are inflated due to biases from 
the discovery source of the 
DNA markers on the 50K chip 
(e.g., Hereford origin vs. Angus 
origin), these distances can be 
exploited to determine breed 
composition of animals with 
unknown pedigree. In general, 
Brahman-influenced breeds 
segregated from European 
breeds. Hereford was the most 
distant European breed. Line 1 
Herefords (from the Ft. Keogh 
Livestock and Range Research 
Laboratory; Miles City, MT) 
were even more distantly 

removed from the other breeds, as would be expected. Most continental breeds grouped 
separately. Angus and Red Angus were the most closely related breeds. 

Results: Breed composition could be 
predicted accurately relative to the pedigree 
based estimate for each breed. For instance, 
the percentage of Hereford relative to the 
amount of Hereford in the animal was 
estimated with an accuracy of approximately 
95% (R2 = .92). Other breeds were predicted 
with slightly lower (1-2%) accuracy but still 
reasonably well with the exception of Red 
Angus and Angus. Because of the close 
genetic distance between these two breeds 
(Figure 2), representing the relatively recent 
divergence between the breeds, our statistical 
model tended to predict animals with either 
Red Angus or Angus in their pedigree as 
having high proportions of both breeds. As a 
solution, we combined the two breeds (Figure 3), 
and pedigree percentages were predicted with 
much greater accuracy. It is important to note 
that the pedigree percentage of each breed is not 
completely accurate due to genomic segregation; an animal whose pedigree would indicate it 
being ¼ Angus, ¼ Hereford, ¼ Simmental, and ¼ Charolais will actual vary in their genomic 
proportion of each of these breeds. Based on these genomic predictions, we estimate some 
of these real variations relative to pedigree based breed composition.  

Figure 2. Approximate genetic distance between 
breeds using data from the 2,000 Bull Project. 

AN: Angus GV: Gelbvieh 
BM: Beefmaster LM: Limousin 
BN: Brangus MA: Maine Anjou 
BR: Brahman RA: Red Angus 
BU: Braunvieh SA: Salers 
CA: Chiangus SG: Santa Gertrudis 
CH: Charolais SH: Shorthorn 
HH: Hereford SM: Simmental 
HL: Line 1 HH 

Figure 3. Prediction of percentage of Angus or 
Red Angus (Aggregate Angus) in crossbred 
animals relative to the pedigree based 
percentage of either breed. 

!  Simulated two herds 
◦   Base herd 
◦   Herd with an 11% increase in 5 year Stayability 

!  Calculated an average age for each herd 
◦   Base herd – 5.29 years 
◦   Stayability herd – 6.06 years 
◦   Increase of 0.77 years. 

!  Literature estimate – 0.93 years 
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Increase of 0.77 years 

Sustained Reproductive 
Success 

!  Reproductive success correlates to longevity 
◦   Longevity drives production efficiency 
!   More mature cows ! Income is increased 
!   More mature cows ! Expenses reduced 

!  Similar to stayability 

!  Prototype evaluation was developed for the 
Hereford breed (MacNeil and Vukasinovic, 2011) 

!  Survival Analysis was used. 

!  Used to examine length of time an individual 
survives, or until a part failure 

!  Traditional evaluation of longevity has issues 
◦   Expression late in life 
◦   Censoring 
◦   Non-normality of data 

!  Survival analyses 
◦   Allow for censored records 
◦   Allow for dynamic CG 
◦   Allow for partial observations 
◦   Have problems with an animal model. 

MacNeil and Vukasinovic (2011) 

Average Sire 

Sire with more 
fertile daughters 

817 d 

12.9% Mature Cow Maintenance 
Energy 
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!  The amount of metabolizable energy required 
for maintenance referred to as Metabolizable 
Energy for Maintenance (MEm) 
◦   Point of zero energy balance for net energy gain or 

loss 

!  Mature cow maintenance requirements account 
for 70% of total ME requirements (NRC, 1996) 
◦   35% of a growing animal’s energy expenditure 
◦   65% for whole herd 

!  NRC, 1996 presents an equation to 
calculate the net energy for maintenance 

◦   They account for the base requirement, and 
then adjust for differences between animals 

◦   Below is the base maintenance energy 
equation presented in the NRC guidelines 

( ).75
m 1NE  = a BW

!  Mature Weight Genetic Prediction 
◦   Analyzed as metabolic body weight (MWT0.75; pre-adjusted 

to body condition score 5) 

◦   Random Regression of weight on age 
!   Intercept and Linear solutions for age 

!   Age groups 205d WW, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7-9 
!   Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) 
!   5 year h2 = 0.65 

!  Index Mature Weight and Milk EPDs 
!  Expressed in MCAL / Month 
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Mature Cow Maintenance 
!  Three different “Efficiency” predictions 
◦   Two of which are currently being used at the breed 

association level. 

!  Economically Relevant 
!  Data relatively easily collected 
!  Heritable 
!  Variation among resulting EPD 
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